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Authentic, original craftsmanship.

It’s the only way we know.

After all, when we are working on a

building that is part – however

grand or modest – of this country’s

enviable heritage, it would be

unthinkable for us to provide

anything less.

That’s not to say that we have

forsaken progress. Indeed, we have

spent a great deal of time working

energy-efficiency, security and fire

safety measures into our designs.

So when you choose Lattice for

your windows you can be sure that

you are selecting the best

combination of craftsmanship, style

and durability.

Restoring – Some of the finest

buildings in Britain owe the superb

condition of their original windows to

our craftsmen. When originality really

matters, we are the perfect choice.

Replacing - Whether you select

directly from our range, or choose to

have perfect replicas made of your

existing fittings and ironwork, you can

be sure that our windows will

complement your home perfectly.

Creating - When you are building a

home that is truly special, it is

reassuring to know that the design,

materials and craftsmanship of the

windows will endure for generations

to come.

welcome
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Charming, original and enduring. Our Cottage range has been

created from a classic design, using carefully balanced proportions

and materials that fit right in with the stone or brickwork of any

country cottage.

The wooden frames are hand-crafted from oak or a choice of other

high quality, sustainable hardwoods. The steel casements and the

window furniture can be selected from our attractive range (see page

16) or custom made by our blacksmith to match your original windows.

Whether your situation demands energy-efficient double-glazed units

or traditional panes of glass, the cottage range offers a choice of

finishes that are sure to blend in with your home.



We can make your windows using a
variety of hardwoods.

Window locks can be concealed in
many latches.

We offer a range of finishes for the
wood and the metal so you can find
the perfect balance of longevity,
looks and ease of maintenance.
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Traditional craftmanship
combined with modern
technology.



Attractive, versatile and durable. Whether you need to preserve the

period charm of a country cottage or want to complement the

character of a distinctive new-build, our Traditional range offers the

beauty and flexibility of an all-timber window.

Available in a choice of Oak or other sustainable hardwoods, these

windows can be finished with an appropriate choice of window

furniture and wood treatments to keep them looking just the way you

want, year in year out.

Our Traditional windows are all made to measure. They can feature

leaded or plain glass; single or double glazed panels; and are designed

to meet all the latest regulations for fire safety and energy efficiency.
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A wide range of fittings from traditional to modern styles

From the choice of timber through to the wood working, assembly,

fitting and finishing; our attention to detail shows through every time

you look at your heritage windows.
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Understated, timeless grandeur. For period properties on a larger

scale, our Manor Ogee range offers a design drawn from the

windows of the archetypal English manor house.

With their somewhat larger oak frames, the proportions of our

Manor Ogee windows work perfectly with more substantial

buildings. None the less, the intricacy of the woodwork and other

detailing means that they are never overwhelming or intrusive.

As with all our windows, they can be installed with a variety of

different glazing options and window furniture, so you can

achieve the perfect balance of traditional looks with modern

security and energy-efficiency.

We offer a range of finishes for the wood and the metal so you can find the
perfect balance of longevity, looks and ease of maintenance.
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Distinctive, original and flexible. Our steel windows help restore the

classic good looks of any stone surround or wooden frame. Their

tremendous flexibility means they can be made to fit perfectly into any

shape and size of aperture.

We offer an attractive selection of steel frames, suitable for just about

every property. However our craftsmen, who make every steel frame

by hand, can also create new designs or make precise replicas of your

existing windows.
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Our craftsmen custom make every
one of our windows for a perfect fit.

Fittings and furniture in various finishes to complement all styles of window.

Our steel frames are many times

stronger than other window

materials and we add rust

treatments and finishes that

protect them effectively over the

course of the years. They can be

fitted with a choice of single or

double glazing and a variety of

standard or custom-made

window furniture.
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Our craftsmen can also provide exterior doors that provide all the

durability and security that you would expect, using designs and

materials that fit in with your new windows and preserve the

appearance of your property.

We use aesthetically appropriate door

furniture and incorporate locks and fittings

that comply with the latest fire safety and

security standards.
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We offer a range of finishes for the wood and the metal so you can find the perfect balance of longevity, looks and ease of maintenance.



No matter which style of window you prefer, we can

incorporate attractive, appropriate glazing into our

designs. In keeping with the age of your home, and

in line with the latest applicable building regulations,

we can provide traditional single or highly efficient

double-glazed units. We can also incorporate

toughened safety glass wherever it is required.

You may also choose a combination of plain glass,

leading, coloured panels and stained glass. Where

you have existing designs in stained or coloured glass,

we can recreate this in authentic detail.
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Coloured glass panels can be recreated by
our craftsmen.
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If you have windows that are in need of attention but do not warrant

replacement; or if you live in a listed property where the original

windows need to be preserved as completely as possible, our craftsmen

can provide a full refurbishment service.

We remove each window carefully, installing temporary glazing whilst

we restore the originals in our workshops. We do our utmost to

preserve the glass, lead and all the rust-free metalwork. Where

necessary we will fabricate replacement sections using identical or

very similar materials, integrating them seamlessly into the original.

Once we have restored the entire window we apply durable rust

protection and other appropriate finishes, before installing it carefully

back into the property.
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Windows are assessed to see if
repairs are possible.

New sections can be fabricated and
welded into sound metalwork.

The repaired window is prepared
for finishing.

A finish is applied to match the original window.
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Our clients include the

National Trust, English

Heritage and owners of

innumerable period

properties, large and small.

For more information and a

no-obligation survey and

quotation, please contact us.

Our double hung box sash windows are crafted in highest quality oak or

hardwood and can be manufactured to match existing designs.

They incorporate boxes for weights, cords and pulleys and can

be either single or double

glazed to meet current

building regulations.
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Our attention to detail extends to the selection of high quality handles,

latches and other window furniture that we offer. We will help you

choose items that are appropriate to the period of your home, whilst in

many cases providing extra, hidden security and ventilation features.

If you would prefer to have exact replicas of your original window

furniture, our blacksmith is happy to oblige. Again, we may be able to

modify them subtly to add features that make your period home more

comfortable, safe and secure.
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Whilst the treatments we apply to the wood and metal of our

windows all provide excellent protection and durability, they

will require some routine maintenance. This varies according

to the finish you have chosen: For example, powder-coated

steel requires little more than wiping down, whilst treated oak

will require a fresh application every few years.

If low maintenance is important to you, then please tell us

when you are choosing your windows, so we can help you

make the right choice.

All of our installations are undertaken by the same small team

of craftsmen who hand-make the windows and who provide

our acclaimed window restoration service for listed buildings.

They are all employed directly by the company and most have

been with us since learning their trade from our more senior

craftsmen.

Everyone here takes immense pride in their work, so there is

little surprise that our installations are completed with the

same perfectionism and attention to detail that characterises

the windows themselves.

Once we have finished, you will be hard-pressed to see any

evidence of our presence: Our craftsmen are careful to protect

the fabric of the building when removing old windows; they

make sure that each window is made to exactly the right

dimensions; and they are every bit as skilled at making good

plasterwork as they are at creating original woodwork,

metalwork and leading.

You are more than welcome to visit

our showroom at the workshops and

inspect the quality and workmanship

of our windows firsthand, in a relaxed

and friendly environment.

Please call 01386 701079 to make

an appointment.
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Mik e Honou r Window s
Lattice Period Windows, Unit 85 Northwick Business Centre, Blockley
Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, GL56 9RF

Tel: 01386 701079 Fax: 01386 701114
Email: sales@mikehonourwindows.co.uk Web: www.mikehonourwindows.co.uk


